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Introduction
One of the elements of the response of the Philippine government to COVID-19 is the Social
Amelioration Program (SAP). At least 18 million low-income families most affected by the
pandemic are given Php5,000 to Php8,000 as social assistance. Local government units (LGUs)
were tasked to undertake the listing and distribution of the first tranche of SAP. According to
the Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD), to ensure that only eligible
beneficiaries (those who fit the qualifications provided in the guidelines) are given assistance,
the DSWD shall conduct validation of the LGUs’ SAP lists of beneficiaries.
At first, the validation was to be done before the distribution. However, to avoid further
delays and ensure that assistance is provided at the earliest possible time, DSWD revised its
rules and announced that the LGUs can distribute assistance as soon as they get the money
and have prepared their lists. The validation was set to happen after the LGUs submit their
SAP reports. It is the first time for DSWD to conduct SAP validation. The regular process most
similar to SAP validation would be the monitoring being done in the other social programs,
like in Pantawid Pamilyang Pilipino Program (4Ps) program.
This paper learns from G-Watch accountability frontliners that conducted the observation of
the SAP validation by looking into and analyzing their reports and notes, and by undertaking
informal online reflection-assessment sessions with them. Capitalizing on existing linkages
with DSWD and local government officials, these G-Watchers quickly set and conducted the
observation to check how DSWD actually conducted what is deemed as a critical
accountability mechanism in its program. Aside from observing how DSWD is conducting its
validation, G-Watch is also conducting its own independent validation of SAP in selected
barangays.
This paper underscores that citizen accountability efforts that are arguably more crucial
during crisis situation can be undertaken with measures to ensure safety and security of
accountability frontliners.’ This paper also highlights that a quick initiative involving
experienced accountability frontliners present on the ground in different parts of the country
where the government activities are happening could reveal how a purported accountability
mechanism in a social program (in this case, SAP’s its validation process) is not only minimally
functioning, it is also serving a purpose that could be a disservice to citizen empowerment.

Promise of Checks and Controls in Government SAP
From the announcements of DSWD, SAP validation is deemed as a critical accountability
mechanism. Checking the eligibility of beneficiaries given assistance is deemed very
important because of two main reasons. One, the funds are limited. In fact, the main
complaint about SAP is why it did not cover all citizens since everyone was affected by the
pandemic. Two, inclusion and exclusion errors in the actual beneficiaries have been the
perennial complaints not only against SAP, but of many targeted social programs. The
inclusion/ exclusion errors arguably affect people’s trust and confidence towards social
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programs, like SAP. In other words, SAP validation is meant to address possible leakage and
mistargeting in SAP.
G-Watch’s quick review of the DSWD guidelines on SAP at the national level shows that DSWD
policy documents are lacking when it comes to the exact validation process. There are no
guidelines specifically for the conduct of the validation. Section VIII, B.6 of MC-09 series of
2020 (SAP Guidelines signed April 9, 2020) has the following brief provision on validation:
“The DSWD shall conduct validation within fifteen (15) days from receipt of
documents enumerated in the preceding paragraphs. The DSWD shall determine the
following: (a) eligibility of beneficiaries; and (b) duplication in the benefits granted.”1
Section VIII, C of the same MC also mentioned of the validation team verifying the details on
the Social Amelioration Card (SAC) “on the spot to determine eligibility,” but this is under the
process of Profiling of the Beneficiaries, not validation. Other than these two points, the policy
documents on SAP have none on the exact processes to be followed in conducting the
validation process. This shows that even in papers, this important mechanism is lacking in
form, which expectedly could affect the mechanism’s performance.

G-Watch Observation of the SAP Validation
G-Watch is currently monitoring citizen entitlements under the government’s COVID-19
response with focus on SAP and healthcare services. The initiative ensures that there is ample
focus and attention on ensuring the delivery of rights and entitlements of citizens during the
COVID-19 crisis through multi-level citizen action for accountability.23
As
part
of
its
monitoring of SAP to
check
whether
citizens’ entitlement
to be provided with
assistance is delivered,
G-Watch opted to
observe
the
SAP
validation
being
conducted by DSWD.
Even with a short
period of time to do
preparations and the
logistical difficulty of
operating
during
quarantine period, GWatch was able to
conduct observations in 10 barangays in 3 localities, namely: Marawi, Cebu and Dumaguete
from mid-May to early June 2020. G-Watch partner, Integrity Watch for Accountable
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Governance (IWAG) in Sibagat, also attempted to observe the validation in Agusan del Sur,
but according to IWAG’s report, the local DSWD was unclear as of when and whether they
will conduct a house-to-house validation.
G-Watch volunteers on the ground utilized a tool (for this purpose, a set of questions) to guide
their observation and note-taking (see Annex 1). After the actual conduct of observation,
volunteers filled up the guide questions and submitted it to the G-Watch Center for
processing.
The G-Watch Center and the local coordinators processed the data provided by the monitors
to come up with a rapid assessment shared in G-Watch reports published online through
theG-Watch website and social media platforms.
G-Watch has volunteered to conduct the observation. It informed the DSWD Central Office
about its intention to observe the conduct of validation. G-Watch letter to the Central Office
dated 15 May 2020 states the following:
“We understand that your Department will be conducting a validation of SAP
beneficiaries. We suppose that the validation is open to be observed by civil society
organizations (CSOs) on the basis of transparency and accountability. In this light, we
would like to join the validation that your ground staff will conduct…”
G-Watch no longer waited for the response of the DSWD Central Office. Immediately, after it
sent its letters, G-Watch volunteers on the ground have asked the local DSWD to allow them
to join the SAP validation as observers. In almost all of the sites, G-Watch volunteers had prior
engagement with the local DSWD, which facilitated their involvement. There were at least
two target barangays that G-Watch volunteers could not cover because the local DSWD said
either the validation was already done (G-Watch is still currently requesting for the report) or
it is unclear when and whether a validation will be conducted.
Aside from observing how DSWD is conducting its validation, G-Watch is also conducting its
own independent validation of SAP in selected barangays (See Annex 2 for the G-Watch
Independent Validation of SAP). In observing SAP, G-Watch only observed and took notes. In
the ongoing conduct of independent validation, G-Watch asks questions to verify if the
beneficiaries received the right amount of assistance at the right time following the right
processes.
Since moving around poses immediate risks, only the G-Watch sites that are deemed “safe”
and G-Watch volunteers who are considered “low risk” took part in G-Watch’s monitoring of
citizen entitlements in COVID-19. To ensure this, G-Watch has set in place a Checklist (see
Annex 3). G-Watch sites must first fill up a safety checklist before proceeding on any ground
action.
The ongoing ground efforts of G-Watch to check the government’s COVID-19 response is
proving that monitors are frontliners too in crisis situations. They are “accountability
frontliners” that help ensure efficient and effective delivery of services and prevent anomalies
and abuse that are especially crucial during crisis situations.
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How was the DSWD SAP “Validation” Done Exactly?
According to the reports of the G-Watch volunteers, in most of the barangays, the SAP
validation team did house-to-house visits. In one barangay that G-Watch volunteers covered,
beneficiaries were asked to go to the DSWD office for the validation.
The SAP validation
team in the barangays
that
G-Watch
observed consisted of:
(1) DSWD official/ s, (2)
municipal/ city social
welfare officer, and (3)
barangay
officials.
There
were
no
independent
thirdparty/ representative
from civil society
organizations in the
team, though there
was a press release by
DSWD Region VII
regarding
their
cooperation
with
CSOs
for
SAP
validation
(see
https://cebudailynews.inquirer.net/315969/ngos-volunteer-to-help-validation-of-sap-2ndtranche).
Not all the beneficiaries were visited by the SAP validation team. In most cases, the houses
that were visited were those identified by the barangay officials. It was not apparent in the
validation visit if DSWD was checking a list. One of the G-Watch volunteers noted that the
houses visited were those of apparently poor households, while big houses were seemingly
deliberately skipped.
In all the barangays, the main agenda of the visit was the completion or checking of the Social
Amelioration Card (SAC). The validation team was checking whether the beneficiary had an
accomplished SAC form and whether the information in the SAC form is accurate. There was
no direct question as to whether the household visited got the assistance and how much
assistance was given/ received.
While in some barangays, the work of the household head, the income of the household, the
number of residents and whether there are senior citizens of persons with disabilities and
others were asked during SAP validation, this was not asked consistently in all the barangays.
In barangays where these information were asked, it is unclear whether the data was used to
check on the beneficiaries’ eligibility. The processes and questions asked during the houseto-house visits were inconsistent.
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In other words, it was clear that the DSWD team undertaking the validation was not following
a set of protocols. The process undertaken was not to check the eligibility of the SAP
beneficiaries, nor was it a verification of whether the households visited receive the
assistance they should receive.

One thing that is being checked, according to a DSWD official interviewed by a G-Watch
volunteer, is whether the beneficiary got from more than one SAP/ previously identified
programs (referred to as duplication) and got assistance that is more than the limit of
Php5,000-Php8,000. This would be a ground for delisting.
No adverse findings were immediately noted by the SAP validation team in the barangays GWatch observed. However, the process of checking for any duplication has yet to take place
as this requires coordination with other agencies and other DSWD offices. G-Watch has
already requested for a copy of the validation reports, but DSWD cannot give an assurance
that this can be provided. Some volunteers think that DSWD might not come up with a report
on the validation process that they have undertaken.
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Not an Accountability Process
A simple understanding of public accountability is the checking of the exercise of power of
government officials. In program design, accountability means checking whether the right
quantity and quality of goods/ services are given to the right beneficiaries at the right time
following the right standards and processes.
Clearly, the SAP validation being conducted by DSWD, as observed by G-Watch, is not an
accountability process. The processes undertaken was not sufficient to check if the right
beneficiaries got assisted and given the right amount of benefits at the right time following
the right processes and standards.
As such, the DSWD SAP validation process is not able to check the exercise of powers of the
local governments that did the listing and distribution, which it promised. In the
implementation of SAP, there has been too much discretion left in the hands of the barangays
that was supposed to be checked. Yet, DSWD seems lacking in capacity to do a proper
oversight.
The SAP validation was only ensuring completion and consistency of the paperwork,
particularly SAC. Its focus on cases of duplication means that what it intends to check are not
government officials exactly, but the people—i.e., those who received the assistance. Its main
purpose is to avoid people getting more that what is allotted and not check whether people
are getting what they are entitled to.
One reason given to the
volunteers to explain the
insufficient
and
superficial
validation
done is the lack of time
and resources for SAP
validation. The validation
was done in a rush and
without
protocols.
Security and safety
issues were also hurdled
identified since there
were
areas
and
households that were
not
visited—because
according
to
the
validation team, these
were high-risk areas.
The evidence gathered by G-Watch in observing the SAP validation process further validates
its earlier observation that the focus of SAP implementers has been to ensure the basic
operations of the program, instead of checking whether the program is operating as it should
be.
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Reverse Accountability
This practice of using government accountability mechanism to check citizens/ beneficiaries,
instead of checking government officials, is not new, though it is understudied. There are
many social programs whose monitoring systems are strong in checking compliance of
beneficiaries, but weak in controlling and punishing behaviors of officials, which is the
supposed intent of accountability. There have been studies that called out “opaque
transparency,”4 “low accountability traps,”5 and “light touch interventions.6 This case is an
appropriation of accountability that in a way diverts accountability’s true meaning and intent
in light of both the practice and discourse of democracy.
I call this ‘reverse accountability,’ which refers to how government accountability
mechanisms focus on people’s compliance, while neglecting oversight of government
officials’ exercise of powers and performance of mandates. It is a type of ‘upward
accountability’ following top-down processes that mainly aims to control and sanction
people’s behavior.
This reversal of target of checks and controls undertaken by the government needs to be
flagged. In cases like this, people are not only unable to check the government, people are
being checked by the government. It is reversing accountability relationship in a democratic
setting where supposedly the citizens are the principal and the government are agents who
are accountable to the citizens. It is akin to adopting a law enforcement approach to social
programs monitoring that sidelines human right perspective of duty bearers supposedly being
accountable to right holders (not the other way around). That this is happening more widely
in social programs, including in programs that aim to assist poor people who are victimized
by a disaster, makes this a crucial human rights rollback.
These mechanisms are presented to the public as accountability mechanisms that are
supposed to serve as an assurance to the people that the government is exercising its power
efficiently and accordingly, to correct any leakage or mistargeting. In this case, the validation
process is not only inefficient and minimally operating, it is performing a purpose that could
be a disservice to citizen empowerment. While checking citizen compliance is necessary, it
shouldn’t be the only focus of government’s accountability efforts and it should be
undertaken with the broader accountability goal in mind premised on human rights and the
principle ‘public office is public trust.’
In reflecting on the results of the G-Watch observation, G-Watch’s immediate
recommendation is for DSWD to conduct a real validation, i.e., a validation that checks
whether the right beneficiaries got the right amount of assistance at the right time following
the right processes, as soon as they can, maybe even after the distribution of the 2nd tranche.
G-Watch recommends that DSWD strengthens the downward accountability in SAP, i.e.,
accountability/ answerability to the people and the checking of citizen rights and
entitlements. One way is by supporting and enabling bottom-up accountability processes
involving citizens and citizen groups.
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Given the many reports and allegations of anomalies in SAP, a real accountability process is
needed to ensure that the program has achieved what it intended to do without corruption.
This is crucial, not only in ensuring those who need assistance are the ones assisted, but also
in bringing back the trust towards these critical programs of the government and the offices
and officials behind them.
The quick undertaking of G-Watch to observe DSWD’s SAP in the midst of a pandemic shows
that (a) citizens can continue to check government processes even in a crisis situation as
“accountability frontliners,” though safety measures need to be set up and prior engagement
with concerned government offices is deemed most facilitative, (b) citizen oversight of a
supposed accountability mechanism in a government program is critical especially during a
pandemic not only to check whether the mechanism is operating efficiently and effectively,
but also to reveal possible distortion on the ground of the accountability intent of the
mechanism, and (c) transparency, participation and accountability mechanisms in
government could totally serve purposes that do not advance citizen empowerment, but
instead check or control citizens, reversing accountability relationship between government
and citizens critical in democracy.
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Annex A
Guide sa G-Watch Observation ng SAP Validation na Gagawin ng DSWD team
G-Watch, 18 May 2020, v2
Note: Ito ay gagamitin kung ang G-Watch monitor ay sasama sa validation na gaagawin ng DSWD team.
Location (barangay, municipality/
city)
Sino-sino ang involved/ present sa
validation (name, organization/
institution, position)
Ano ang proseso na ginawa mula
simula hanggang huli (bago mag
house-to-house, sa bawat bahay,
matapos mag house-to-house, etc.)

Ano ang tanong na tinanong o
datos na kinuha sa bawat bahay

May findings ba ang validation?
Ano ang mga findings?

Ilang bahay ang pinuntahan?
Attitude sa iyo/ sa iyong
partisipasyon:
Pare-pareho ba ang prosesong
ginagaw bawat bahay o may
nagbabago:
Iba pang obserbasyon at notes:
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Annex 2: G-Watch Independent Validation of SAP beneficiaries, v2_Filipino
I.
Bago ang field interviews
Note: One tool per barangay para sa section na ito. Gagawin ito dapat ng coordinator.

√ if done,
X if not

Comments, observation, notes

1. Kunin ang barangay SAP list (non-4Ps) at 4Ps list
> sa online
> posted ng barangay
> mula sa barangay, as formally requested
2. Alamin magkano ang SAP na dapat tanggapin ng mga
beneficiaries sa lugar na ito
> batay sa opisyal na information mula sa DSWD/ DILG
> batay sa sabi ng barangay
3. Randomly sample 20 persons mula sa list ng SAP
beneficiaries na nakuha [Respondents for Section II]

Instructions/ notes:
•
•
•

•

•

•

Randomly sample 20 non-4Ps mula SAP list (LIST 1)
Randomly sample 20 4Ps mula sa 4Ps list (LIST 2)
20 respondents lang ang iyong i-interview-hin mula sa list
(10 non-4Ps at 10 4Ps). Ang iba pang tig-sampu ay
reserved in case ang first ten na narandomly select mo ay
hindi umayon magpa-interview
Ang ibig sabihin ng random sampling ay lahat nang nasa
listahan ay may equal chances na mapili. Para magawa
ito, pwede ang draw lots. Pwede din pumili ng kahit na
anong numero from 1 to total number na nasa list at ang
respondents ay kung mga pangalan na corresponding the
numbers na randomly mong pinili.
If hindi feasible ang random sampling, convenient
sampling ay okay din. Convenient sampling means
sinuman ang accessible/ available sa list ang iyong
respondents.
Pinaka-ideal ang ma-interview lahat ng SAP beneficiaries,
kung iyo ay doable. More respondents, the better.

4. Conveniently sample 20 residents from the barangay
(Respondents for Section III)
Kahit sinong available/ pwede at gusto sa
barangay maliban sa mga taong sampled in #3
(mas mainam kung representative of various
areas/ sitios of the barangay ang ma-interview
sa section na ito. (LIST 3) Pwede ding hindi
muna maglista at pumunta na lang sa field.
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II.
Actual field interview ng SAP beneficiaries listed (LIST 1&2)
Note: Bawat isang respondent, gumamit ng isang tool para sa section na ito.

5. 4Ps or non-4Ps?
6. lugar (sitio, barangay,
city/ mun)
7. age
8. sector
9. gender

Response

10. Nakatanggap ka ba ng SAP?

Comments, observation, notes

Yes _______ | No ________

11. Magkano ang SAP assistance na
iyong natanggap?
12. Kung 4Ps beneficiary:
12. A Magkano ang regular
payout?
12. B Magkano ang additional
assistance?
13. Kelan mo natanggap ang SAP
assistance?
14. Sino ang nagbigay ng SAP
assistance? (eg. barangay, municipal/
city, DSWD)
15. Nag fill-up k aba ng social
amelioration card (SAC) form?
16. Nag fill up ng SAC bago o
pagkatapos ma/nabigay ang SAP
assistance?
17. May kopya ka ba ng SAC form?

Yes _______ | No _______
Before _____ | After _____
Yes _______ | No _______

18. Anong sektor/ category ng target
beneficiary ng SAP ka nabibilang?
19. Nagpunta na ba ang DSWD dito
para sa validation?

Yes _______ | No _______
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20. May alam ka bang hotline/
grievance redress system (GRS) para sa Yes _______ | No _______
SAP?
21. Anong alam mong hotline/
grievance redress system?
22. Gumamit ka ba ng hotline/ GRS
para sa SAP?
Yes _______ | No _______
23. Kung gumamit ng hotline/ GRS, ano
ang iyong complaint/ feedbacl?
24. Kung gumamit ng hotline/ GRS,
nakatanggap ka ba ng response?
25. Kung nakatanggap ng response,
satisfied k aba sa response: from 1-10,
10 being the most satisfied?
26. Meron bang nakatanggap ng SAP
na tinggin mo ay hindi qualified?
26.A I-explain ang sagot sa #26.
27. Meron bang hindi nakatanggap ng
SAP na dapat nabigyan/ qualified
makatanggap?
27.A I-explain ang sagot sa #27.

Yes _______ | No _______

Yes _______ | No _______

Yes _______ | No _______

28. From 1-10, 10 being the most
trusted, gaano mo pinagkakatiwalaan
ang iyong barangay?
29. From 1-10, 10 being the most
trusted, gaano mo pinagkakatiwalaan
ang iyong municipal/ city government?
30. 10 being the most trusted, gaano
mo pinagkakatiwalaan ang DSWD?
31. From 1-10, 10 being the clearest,
gaano ka-klaro/ naiintindihan ang SAP
guidelines and processes para sa iyo?
32. Any additional comments/ inputs:
Reversing Accountability:
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III.

Actual field interview ng non-targeted respondents/ anyone available (LIST 3)
Note: Bawat isang respondent, gumamit ng isang tool para sa section na ito.

33. 4Ps or non-4Ps?
34. lugar (sitio, barangay,
city/ mun)
35. age
36. sector
37. gender

Response

Comments, observation, notes

38. Nakatanggap 10 aba ng SAP?

Yes _______ | No ________
* If answer is no, pumunta na sa #48.

39. Magkano ang SAP assistance na iyong
natanggap?
40. Kung 4Ps beneficiary:
40. A Magkano ang regular
payout?
40. B Magkano ang additional
assistance?

Kung nakatanggap ng SAP…
41. Kelan mo natanggap ang SAP
assistance?
42. Sino ang nagbigay ng SAP assistance?
(eg. barangay, municipal/ city, DSWD)
43. Nag fill-up k aba ng social amelioration
card (SAC) form?

Yes _______ | No _______

44. Nag fill up ng SAC bago o pagkatapos
ma/nabigay ang SAP assistance?

Before _____ | After _____

45. May kopya ka ba ng SAC form?

Yes _______ | No _______
46. Anong sektor/ category ng target
beneficiary ng SAP ka nabibilang?
47. Nagpunta na ba ang DSWD dito para
sa validation?

Yes _______ | No _______
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Kung hingi nakatanggap ng SAP…
Response
48. Sa tinggin mo, dapat ba ay
nakatanggap ka ng SAP?

Comments, observation, notes

Yes ______ | No _______

49. I-explain ang sagot sa #48.

50. Anong sektor/ category ng target
beneficiary ng SAP ka nabibilang?
51. May alam ka bang hotline/ grievance
redress system (GRS) para sa SAP?

Yes _______ | No _______

52. Anong alam mong hotline/ grievance
redress system?
53. Gumamit ka ba ng hotline/ GRS para sa
SAP?

Yes _______ | No _______

54. Kung gumamit ng hotline/ GRS, ano
ang iyong complaint/ feedback?
55. Kung gumamit ng hotline/ GRS,
nakatanggap ka ba ng response?

Yes _______ | No _______

56. Kung nakatanggap ng response,
satisfied k aba sa response: from 1-10, 10
being the most satisfied?
57. Meron bang nakatanggap ng SAP na
tinggin mo ay hindi qualified?

Yes _______ | No _______

57.A I-explain ang sagot sa #26.

58. Meron bang hindi nakatanggap ng SAP
na dapat nabigyan/ qualified
makatanggap?
58.A I-explain ang sagot sa #27.

Yes _______ | No _______

59. From 1-10, 10 being the most trusted,
gaano mo pinagkakatiwalaan ang iyong
barangay?
60. From 1-10, 10 being the most trusted,
gaano mo pinagkakatiwalaan ang iyong
municipal/ city government?
61. 10 being the most trusted, gaano mo
pinagkakatiwalaan ang DSWD?
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62. From 1-10, 10 being the clearest,
gaano ka-klaro/ naiintindihan ang SAP
guidelines and processes para sa iyo?

63. Any additional comments/ inputs:

IV.

Matapos ang field interview
Note: One tool per barangay para sa section na ito. Gagawin ito dapat ng coordinator.
Response, Comments, observation, notes

64. Kunin ang DSWD/ DILG
validation report
64. Ilista sino-sino ang
disqualified sa DSWD/ DILG
validation report na nasa SAP list
65. Meron ka bang na interview
na kasama sa na disqualified?
66. May kaibahan ba ang
listahan na posted ng DSWD
online, posted by the barangay,
at binigay ng barangay as per
your request
66. I note ang iyong
impressions/ observations mula
sa field interviews

67. Process the filled-up tools
(separate processing template
will be provided)
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Annex 3
G-Watch Safety Checklist for Ground Monitoring of COVID-19 Response
Note: Prepare one for every barangay covered.
Yes

No

If answer is ‘No,’ explain why it is still safe to
undertake ground monitoring

City/ municipality is not an ECQ area?
Barangay is not on total lockdown?
Barangay does not have a positive
case?
Monitors are not below 21, not above
59 years old?
Monitors are not exhibiting any
symptoms of COVID-19 (fever,
cough)?
Monitors do not have an illness
considered as comorbidities of COVID19 (asthma, diabetes, high-blood
pressure, etc.)?
City/ municipality is not considered
hotspot of violence/ killings?
Monitors are provided with facemask?
Monitors are provided with hand
sanitizers?
Monitors are briefed/ well aware of
other precautionary measures
(keeping 2-meter physical distance,
frequent washing of hands, no
touching of face, etc.)
Prepared by:

Date/ Location (Barangay, City/ Municipality):

____________________
Signature over complete name

_______________________
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